THE BEST
BEHIND YOU
3
YEAR

COMMERCIAL
WARRANTY

ON THE BACK OF YOUR BOAT,
A HONDA IS MORE THAN
AN OUTBOARD...
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It’s the world’s largest and most trusted
engine maker supporting your dreams and
passions
It’s an unrivalled global R&D team redefining
your limits
It’s a legendary F1 and motor-racing pedigree
enhancing your performance
It’s more 4-stroke experience than anyone
else on the water ensuring your confidence
And it’s a dedicated nation-wide dealer
network supporting you with an unmatched
7-year warranty
On the back of your boat, every Honda is more
than an outboard
It’s the BEST BEHIND YOU.

3
YEAR

COMMERCIAL
WARRANTY
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THE WORLD’S
LARGEST &
MOST TRUSTED
ENGINE MAKER
With over 60 manufacturing facilities across the globe,
Honda produces more automotive, power equipment
and marine engines than any other brand. More people
put their trust behind Honda to consistently power their
products, whether on land,
sea or air.

LEGENDARY F1 AND
MOTOR-RACING
PEDIGREE

AN INDUSTRY LEADING
7-YEAR* DOMESTIC
WARRANTY

Innovations such as the VTEC™
system (optimising power and
efficiency at all engine speeds) were
born out of Honda F1 technology and
are now available on several high
horsepower Honda outboards.

Honda builds and assembles all its
engines to perform day in, day out – an
approach that has earned the brand
an unrivalled reputation for quality
and dependability. To prove it, we offer
an industry leading 7-Year* Domestic
Warranty as standard. This gives the
added confidence of knowing that
coverage is the same on the last day as it
is on the first.

A challenging spirit and neverending passion for racing fuels the
development of technologies found in
every Honda outboard.

3
YEAR

COMMERCIAL
WARRANTY

*Conditions apply. Refer to back cover for full terms and conditions.

MORE 4-STROKE
EXPERIENCE
THAN ANYONE ELSE
ON THE WATER
Honda has always been dedicated
to developing human-andenvironmentally friendly engines
of the highest quality. It’s why the
company has been focused on
4-stroke technology for over four
decades since introducing its first
4-stroke outboard engine.

A DEDICATED
NATION-WIDE
DEALER NETWORK

POWERED BY WORLD
CLASS RESEARCH
& DEVELOPMENT

All of our dealers share the same level
of commitment to the Honda brand
as they do their relationships with
customers. When it comes to sales,
service and parts, you can always rely on
a Honda Marine specialist for knowledge
and advice. Every Honda Marine
outboard is supported by Honda’s
extensive national dealer network and
dedicated aftersales support team.

Global state-of-the-art R&D facilities are
dedicated to researching, designing and
developing cutting-edge products. Honda
continues to challenge the way the world
thinks by looking to the future through
technology and innovation.

ONLY GENUINE PARTS
AND ACCESSORIES
Every engine has been manufactured
to uphold Honda’s strict quality
standards. So the purchase of a
Honda is an investment in a product
that’s made to last. This ensures
that when it comes to repairs or
replacement, genuine parts will
keep it functioning at the optimum
performance level that’s expected.
It’s no wonder they also hold their
value better than any other engine.

INSPIRED BY ASIMO,
HONDA JET
AND THE NSX
Soichiro Honda’s willingness to
challenge convention and dream big
can be found today in each of our
outboard engines. The same innovation
used for advanced applications like
robotics, corporate jets and supercars,
also goes into manufacturing Honda
Marine products. This is our guarantee
that the best of Honda innovation is
always behind you.

Blue skies for our
children
As pioneers of environmental
technologies, our engineers have
been exploring ways for our children
to enjoy a free and sustainable future
since the company’s inception. Today,
sustainability is still top of our agenda.
In June 2011, we pledged to cut CO2
emissions from all our global products,
equipment and corporate activities
by 30% by the end of 2020 compared
to 2000 levels. We’re also firmly
committed to powering our vehicles
with innovative renewable technologies
wherever we can.
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advanced technology

HONDA THE PIONEER
OF FOUR-STROKE
OUTBOARD TECHNOLOGY
PEACE OF MIND
With our dedication to performance and innovation, Honda delivers power with
unmatched reliability. To back this up Honda is proud to announce the extension of
the 7* year domestic warranty and 3* year commercial warranty. The Honda warranty
maintains the same value throughout its lifetime, ensuring the last day of cover is
exactly the same as the first; peace of mind on all Honda outboard owners.

3
YEAR

COMMERCIAL
WARRANTY

*Conditions apply. Refer to back cover
for full terms and conditions.

GMI-20 Gauges
The GMI 20 digital marine instrument display
is perfectly designed for both power and sail
vessels. Designed to clearly show depth, speed,
wind and100+ marine and vessel parameters,
its large, bright 4” color display with extra large
digits is easy to read at a distance and 170 degree
viewing angle. Set Sail with Ease A glass-bonded
finish lens on the GMI 20 prevents fogging and increases contrast.
Daylight readability is enhanced with a high contrast color scheme.
Power is supplied by the NMEA2000® network. (BF40-BF250)

TROLLING CONTROL
Trolling Control provides precise slow speed control, making it ideal
for fishing and slow speed manoeuvres. Available on selected Honda
outboards, engine speed can be controlled in increments of 50rpm
from idle speed to 1000rpm/1100rpm (model dependent). A Trolling
Control switch required to activate this feature is available through
your authorised Honda Marine dealer as an optional accessory
(BF40 – BF150).

Australian Emission Standards
PGM-FI

Lean Burn Motor

Honda’s renowned Programmed Fuel Injection is controlled by a
highly-advanced Engine Control Unit (ECU) and engine sensors,
precisely controls the supply of fuel to the engine. Easy starting,
instantaneous throttle response and superior fuel economy is
assured (BF40 – BF250).

Honda’s lean burn control technology ECOmo
permits combustion to operate on a leaner air/
fuel ratio than stoichiometric standard. Sensors
precisely measure the air/fuel mixture ensuring best fuel economy
in cruising mode (BF40 - BF250).

VARIABLE VALVE TIMING
AND LIFT ELECTRONIC CONTROL

NMEA2000 COMPLIANCE

Developed for its high performance engines,
VTEC™ varies the lift and duration of the intake
valves to provide optimum performance both at
low rpm and at high rpm. VTEC™ delivers
smooth stable idling at low speeds, while
increasing valve lift at higher speeds, which
broadens the torque curve and top end power
(BF90, BF100, BF150, BF225 and BF250).

BOOSTED LOW SPEED TORQUE
Honda’s revolutionary BLAST™ (air/fuel ratio and
ignition-timing) technology boosts engine torque
at low rpm under rapid acceleration conditions.
This contributes to strong hole shot performance, getting the hull up
on the plane quicker (BF40 - BF250).

All Honda outboards from the BF40 to BF250 are
NMEA2000 compliant, allowing simplified connectivity
with other NMEA2000 electronic equipment such as
sonars/fishfinders, chartplotters and other devices via
CANbus network technology.

Automatic idle Charge
The Automatic Idle Charge system meets increasing
demand from onboard electronic equipment. At idle
speed, if electrical demand increases the alternator
automatically produces a higher output.

All Honda Marine engines have Ultra low
emissions (BF2.3-BF250)

ENGINE PROTECTION
AND SECURITY
Honda outboard alert systems monitor critical
engine functions including engine temperature,
oil pressure, fuel injection and charging, and
will alert the boat user to abnormal operating
conditions. An audible buzzer and warning light
will be activated if a fault is detected (BF40 – BF250). On non PGM-FI
outboards (remote control models), the alert system will monitor
engine temperature and oil pressure (BF8 – BF30).

HONDA’S EXCLUSIVE CORROSION
PROTECTION
Every Honda engine undergoes a vigorous
four-stage coating process for protection against
harsh conditions such as ultraviolet rays and
extensive saltwater exposure. First, the doublesealed anodising treatment is applied to the
aluminium alloy base, followed by the epoxy primer undercoat, the
acrylic aqua marine silver paint and, finally, the acrylic resin topcoat.
With Honda, complete durability means innovation at every level.

HONDA MARINE - THE ULTIMATE FOUR-STROKE
1964

1967

1971

1987

1990

1993

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

The future
is in fourstroke

GB25

B45 & B75

BF8, BF9.9
& BF15

BF35 &
BF45

BF25

largest
fourstroke
outboard
plant

World’s
first
fourstroke
over 100hp

BF2

BF8
& BF10

BF175,
BF200
& BF225

BF15 &
BF20

•H
 onda releases its
first four-stroke
outboard, the 4hp
GB30.
•H
 onda is already
convinced that
four-stroke
outboard engine
technology is the
technology of
the future.

• 59cc 2.5hp
four-stroke
outboard engine
manufactured.

• 126cc 4.5hp &
149cc 7.5hp water
cooled four-stroke
outboard engines
manufactured.

•1
 97cc 8hp, 280cc
9.9hp & 15hp water
cooled four-stroke
outboard engines
manufactured.

• 808cc 35hp
& 45hp water
cooled fourstroke outboard
engines
manufactured.

• 499cc 25hp
water cooled
four-stroke
outboard engine
manufactured.

• First outboard
manufacturer
to achieve total
production of
500,000 fourstroke outboards
from Honda’s
Hamamatsu
factory plant in
Japan.

• First outboard
company to
manufacture a
four-stroke
outboard
over 100hp.

•5
 7cc 2hp fourstroke outboard
engine
manufactured.

•2
 22cc 8hp &
10hp water
cooled
four-stroke
outboard
engines
manufactured.
•M
 odels
compliant with
strict CARB
2008 ultra
low emission
regulations.

• 3 471cc 175hp,
200hp & 225hp
water cooled
four-stroke
outboard
engines
manufactured.
• Models
compliant with
strict CARB
2008 ultra
low emission
regulations
and feature
technologies
such as VTEC
& Dual Stage
Induction.

• 350cc

15hp &
20hp water
cooled fourstroke outboard
engines
manufactured.
• Models compliant
with strict CARB
2008 ultra low
emission
regulations.

2003

2005

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2014

BF135 &
BF150

BF175,
BF200
& BF225

BF75 &
BF90

BF40 &
BF50

BF60

BF115,
BF135,
BF150,
BF175, BF200
& BF225

BF250

BF80
& BF100

• Featuring a narrow
60° V profile, large
displacement 3.5L V6,
SOHC engine.
• Re-designed with an
advanced Electronic
Command Module
(ECM), featuring
an air feedback
sensor and Honda’s
industry exclusive
lean burn control
system, reducing fuel
consumption by 5%.

• The

lightest weight
engines ever
produced in their
class.
• Unparalleled power
to weight ratio.
•F
 eature technologies
such BLAST, VTEC,
ECOmo.
•O
 EDA three star
Ultra-Low Emission
rating.

• Completely new
BF115, incorporating
BLAST and ECOmo.
•R
 eworked and refined
BF135, BF150, BF175,
BF200 and BF225 are
released to deliver
more torque, even
greater fuel efficiency,
incorporate NMEA 2000
compatibility and other
advantages such as
BLAST and ECOmo.

• Introduce Honda’s
brand new flagship
outboard – BF250
Silver Bullet
• Honda changes its
outboard engine
colour from Oyster
Sliver to the new
Aquamarine Silver.

•
 2 354cc 135hp
& 150hp water
cooled four-stroke
outboard engines
manufactured.
• Models compliant
with strict CARB 2008
ultra low emission
regulations and
feature technologies
such as VTEC, Dual
Stage Induction,
three-way cooling &
lean burn control.

• 2 2% greater fuel
efficiency than
previous models.
• Class-leading
lightweight package
with ultra quiet
operation.
• Technologies such
as BLAST and PGMFI (Programmed
Fuel Injection).

• Honda’s muchanticipated, brand
new BF60.
• Combines exclusive
Honda technologies
in a lightest-weightin-class package
that delivers
best-in-class
performance.

2015
3
YEAR

2016

2017

BF4, BF5
& BF6

All
new
BF40
& BF50

•B
 rand new
BF4, BF5 and BF6
added to model
line-up.

• Updated model
• Powerful acceleration
gets you on the
plane faster.
• Latest in lean-burn
technology, reducing
fuel consumption.

COMMERCIAL
WARRANTY

• Brand new BF80
and BF100 added to
model line-up.
• Honda Marine
celebrates its
50-year anniversary.

• Industry first and
ONLY 7* year
domestic warranty.
• I ndustry first
and ONLY 3*
year commercial
warranty.

*Conditions apply.
Refer to back cover
for full terms and
conditions.
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HIGH HORSEPOWER

The Flagship for
performance AND
Fuel Economy
Packed with power, the high-horsepower range incorporate Honda’s
revolutionary Boosted Low Speed Torque (BLAST™) technology, and lean
burn control (ECOmo) to deliver powerful acceleration together with
outstanding fuel economy during cruising.
Maximum Power

Minimum Consumption

With a unique synergy of automotive and marine engine
technologies, the BF250 epitomises Honda’s passion for
engineering excellence. With its 3.6L V6 Engine, world-first direct
air induction system and striking cowl design, the BF250 delivers
the ultimate on-water experience.

Honda’s lean burn control technology ECOmo permits combustion
to operate on a leaner air/fuel ration than standard.

Honda’s BF175, BF200, BF225 provide boaters with the most
technically advanced outboard power available. A highperformance gear case further contributes to the V6 engine series’
impressive accelerator and top-end speed.
The BF150, BF225 and BF250 are also equipped with Variable
Valve Timing and Lift Electronic Control (VTEC™) – the same
system Honda uses in its racing technology; sports cars and other
motor vehicles. VTEC™ ensures smooth, stable idling, while the
increased valve lift at high revs broadens the torque curve and
provides incredible top-end power.
Honda’s BF115, BF135 and BF150 deliver seamless performance
and optimum power for a smooth and enjoyable boating
experience. Based on the same reliable engine that powers the
globally popular Honda Accord, the BF115, BF135 and BF150 have
been manufactured with the world’s most innovative, efficient and
reliable technology. Both outboards offer power-to-weight ratios to
rival two-stroke engines in the same class.

High horsepower Honda engines consume up to 50% less fuel
than conventional two-stroke engines, thanks to Honda’s exclusive
Programmed Fuel Injection (PGM-FI) and lean burn control
systems. These advanced systems optimise the air/fuel mixture
to ensure maximum performance out of every drop. With industry
leading fuel economy Honda will take you further for less!

3
YEAR

COMMERCIAL
WARRANTY

*Conditions apply. Refer to back cover for full terms and conditions.
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HIGH HORSEPOWER

absolute
power
I BF250

Ian Lewis here; I run the Raymond Island Ferry for the East Gippsland
Shire and Honda outboards are everything a commercial operator could
want, the only choice is Honda.
Hi Guys,
Ian Lewis here; I run the Raymond Island
Ferry for the East Gippsland Shire down on the
Gippsland Lakes at Paynesville. If the ferry is out
of service I have to supply alternative access to
Raymond Island for pedestrians and vehicles,
and as you can see from the photo, this is my
water taxi on the starboard side “Ugly Betty”
and “Mista Zigman” on the port side for vehicle
transport.
Do I like Honda outboards?
Here are some stats from the water taxi’s most
recent use; over 19 consecutive days it averaged
more than 260 trips from the Island to Paynesville
daily, more than 42 Km per day @ 157 metres per
trip. The engine ran an average of 16.75 hours per
day without being switched off. Ugly Betty weighs
3ton and with an average of 750kg on board with
passengers and goods per trip, fuel usage was
ONLY 43 litres per day!

YEAR

Mista Zigman is just a new build but with eight
years’ of Honda reliability on the water taxi it was
not
a difficult choice for the barge. Honda power was
also chosen for the auxiliary hydraulic system.

60°, V6, 3.6L. A powerful, compact, 24-valve SOHC design,
ensures superior performance, reliability and durability based
on Honda’s engineering excellence. This narrow V6 engine
concept allows for simplified installation, particularly in multiple
engine installation packages.

So do I like Honda outboards? I love them.
They’re fuel efficient, quiet, reliable, hold good
resale value, and are everything a commercial
operator could want, The only choice is Honda.

Alternator

See you on
the water.
Ian Lewis,
Raymond
Island.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY & UNMATCHED WARRANTY
BLAST
VTEC
ECOmo

NMEA2000
AMP+

For unrivalled hole shot power
More top end power
Industry leading fuel economy
Allows the engine to communicate with onboard marine electronics
Meets increasing demand from onboard electronic equipment with higher charging

4 Front Corrosion Protection

Protection against harsh salt water conditions

Engine Protection & Security

Alert System

PGM-FI
Trolling Control
Australian Emissions Standards
Warranty

Precisely controls the supply of fuel to the engine for superior fuel economy
Precise slow speed control (Optional Feature)
Meets proposed emission standards
Industry leading 7* year domestic warranty & 3* year commercial warranty

*Conditions apply. Refer to back cover for full terms and conditions.

SPECIAL FEATURES
LARGE DISPLACEMENT V6

BF250

3
COMMERCIAL
WARRANTY

BF250

With so many short trips we were changing
gears a lot (more than 17,000 over the 19 days!)
and I’ve never had a problem with the engine at
all. The gear box has been stripped for inspection
only, and there is no wear visible – fantastic!

‘On Demand’ the 60amp belt-driven alternator reduces heat
build-up and provides superior battery charging capability –
48amp at trolling speed!

Automatic idle Charge
The Automatic Idle Charge system meets increasing demand
from onboard electronic equipment. At idle speed, if electrical
demand increases the alternator automatically produces a
higher output.
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HIGH HORSEPOWER I BF115 / BF135 / BF150 / BF175 / BF200 /BF225

TECHNOLOGY
THAT DELIVERS

HIGH HORSEPOWER

Features

LARGE DISPLACEMENT V6
BF175 / BF200 / BF225
60°, V6, 3.6L. A powerful, compact, 24-valve SOHC design, ensures
superior performance, reliability and durability basedon Honda’s
engineering excellence. This narrow V6 engine concept allows for
simplified installation, particularly in multiple engine installation
packages.

Alternator
BF115 / BF135 / BF150
‘On Demand’ the 60amp belt-driven alternator reduces heat buildup and provides superior battery charging capability – 48amp at
trolling speed!

Automatic idle Charge
BF115 / BF135 / BF150 / BF175 / BF200 / BF225
The Automatic Idle Charge system meets increasing demand from
onboard electronic equipment. At idle speed, if electrical demand
increases the alternator automatically produces a higher output.

BF115 / BF135 / BF150 / BF175 / BF200 / BF225

3
YEAR

COMMERCIAL
WARRANTY

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY & UNMATCHED WARRANTY
BLAST
VTEC
ECOmo

NMEA2000
AMP+

For unrivalled hole shot power
More top end power
Industry leading fuel economy
Allows the engine to communicate with onboard marine electronics
Meets increasing demand from onboard electronic equipment with higher charging

4 Front Corrosion Protection

Protection against harsh salt water conditions

Engine Protection & Security

Alert System

PGM-FI
Trolling Control
Australian Emissions Standards
Warranty

Precisely controls the supply of fuel to the engine for superior fuel economy
Precise slow speed control (Optional Feature)
Meets proposed emission standards
Industry leading 7* year domestic warranty & 3* year commercial warranty

*Conditions apply. Refer to back cover for full terms and conditions.

BF115

BF135

BF150

BF175

BF200

BF225
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MID HORSEPOWER

POWERFUL
performER
With ample power and exceptional torque through the mid range,
boating has never been easier. Designed for use in all environments,
these engines feature a unique set of Honda-exclusive technologies
to provide increased power across the entire range.
CUTTING EDGE ADVANTAGES

Blast off

Honda’s BF75, BF80, BF90 and BF100 outboards are based on
the same engine that powers one of Honda’s best-selling motor
vehicles, the “Jazz”. The compact design incorporates a range of
Honda exclusive technologies to deliver best-in-class performance
on all levels!

Mind-blowing hole shot performance is a combination of Honda’s
revolutionary Boosted Low Speed Torque (BLAST™) system, which
advances ignition timing during acceleration, and an exclusive
high-performance, hydrodynamic gear case design that features
an enlarged bullet and a low 2.33:1 ratio.

The mid-range also incorporates a Power Thrust model (BF60)
in remote control configuration. Its large gear case allows the
use of a larger diameter and larger blade area propeller, which
is particularly useful in big boat/heavy load applications.

Multi-port Programmed Fuel Injection (PGM-FI), which delivers
precise amounts of air/fuel to each of the four cylinders, also
accurately controls ignition timing across
the entire rev range, providing optimum overall performance
(BF40-BF100).

The most technically-advanced four-stroke BF40 and BF50
outboard engines the world has ever seen. Fuel injected efficiency
and BLAST Technology deliver powerful acceleration and
performance.
Honda’s BF30 boasts a host of innovative features. No need to
mix oil and fuel efficiency that will pay for itself, with ample power
and exceptional torque through the mid range. Boating has never
been easier.

3
YEAR

COMMERCIAL
WARRANTY

*Conditions apply. Refer to back cover for full terms and conditions.
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MID HORSEPOWER

ULTIMATE
PERFORMANCE
I BF75 / BF80 / BF90 / BF100

Brett Selway here; I am a recreational fisherman
who eats, sleeps and plays Honda!!
Here is a photo of me wearing my Honda pyjamas with my Haines
Hunter and my legendary BF75hp EFI Honda (2007). I’m a recreational
fisherman that loves getting out on the Broadwater (Gold Coast Qld)
but also likes to venture off shore when the weather permits for a
cracking day out.
As far as reliability and durability go, well, the engine hours speak for
themselves with a total of Twelve thousand and seventy-nine and a
half hours (12,079.5)...she’s barely run in! The hours are genuine and
have been verified by Runaway Bay Marine Service.
I am very happy and extremely proud to have such a great workhorse
on my Haines and I look forward to many more hours of
hassle-free boating!

BF75 / BF80 / BF90 / BF100

SPECIAL
Features

The BF75, BF80, BF90 and BF100’s 1.5L, SOHC, 16-valve, inline
four-cylinder engine is inspired by the same remarkable engine
that powers the iconic Honda motor vehicle, the ‘Jazz’. With
the exception of the cylinder sleeves, these engines feature an
all-aluminium alloy block, resulting in a very lightweight and
powerful package.
•	Powerful 1.5L, SOHC, 16-valve, inline four-cylinder engine.
• Tiller steer option available.

– Brett Selway

BF75 / BF80 / BF90 / BF100

3
YEAR

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGY &
& UNMATCHED
UNMATCHEDWARRANTY
WARRANTY

COMMERCIAL
WARRANTY

BLAST
VTEC
ECOmo
NMEA2000

For unrivalled hole shot power
More top end power
Industry leading fuel economy
Allows the engine to communicate with onboard marine electronics

4 Front Corrosion Protection

Protection against harsh salt water conditions

Engine Protection & Security

Alert System

PGM-FI
Trolling Control
Australian Emissions Standards
Warranty

Precisely controls the supply of fuel to the engine for superior fuel economy
Precise slow speed control
Meets proposed emission standards
Industry leading 7* year domestic warranty & 3* year commercial warranty

*Conditions apply. Refer to back cover for full terms and conditions.

BF75

BF80

BF90

BF100
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MID HORSEPOWER

PACKED
WITH POWER
I BF40 / BF50 / BF60

MULTI-FUNCTION
TILLER HANDLE
The BF60’s multi-function tiller
handle incorporates a power trim-tilt
switch in the throttle grip, so the
operator can trim the engine while
underway and remain completely
focused on the water.
Other tiller handle functions include
handle height adjustment, throttle
friction adjustment and tool-less
steering grip friction adjustment.
The BF60 also has a reversible shift
lever, which can be mounted on the
left or right side.

BF40 / BF50 / BF60

SPECIAL
Features

• New Improved styling
• Lightweight and Powerful
• Updated Electronic Fuel Injection (EFI) System
• BLAST Technology for Unrivalled Hole Shot Power
• ECOmo for Industry Leading Fuel Economy
• Added Fresh Water Flushing Hose
• NMEA2000 Connectivity

POWER THRUST
A Power Thrust model (BF60) is also available.
Its large gear case allows the use of a larger diameter and larger
blade area propeller, which is particularly useful in big boat/
heavy load applications.

POWERFUL CHARGING
Powerful 17amp multi-pole AC generator
(22amp on Power Thrust model).

BF40 / BF50 / BF60

3
YEAR

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGY &
& UNMATCHED
UNMATCHEDWARRANTY
WARRANTY

COMMERCIAL
WARRANTY

BLAST

For unrivalled hole shot power

ECOmo

Industry leading fuel economy

NMEA2000
AMP+

Allows the engine to communicate with onboard marine electronics
Meets increasing demand from onboard electronic equipment

4 Front Corrosion Protection

Protection against harsh salt water conditions

Engine Protection & Security

Alert System

PGM-FI
Trolling Control
Australian Emissions Standards
Warranty

Precisely controls the supply of fuel to the engine for superior fuel economy
Precise slow speed control
Meets proposed emission standards
Industry leading 7* year domestic warranty & 3* year commercial warranty

*Conditions apply. Refer to back cover for full terms and conditions.

BF40

BF50

BF60
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MID HORSEPOWER

THE QUIET
ACHIEVER
I BF30

BF30

SPECIAL FEATURES
AUTO START ENRICHMENT

CENTRE MOUNT TILLER

PGM-IG automatically adjusts the air/fuel mixture for quick, easy
starting just like fuel injection.

Ergonomically designed for exceptionally comfortable control
•	Handle is 200mm longer and angled 125mm higher

COLD

WARM

• Remote control models also available

 xtra air/fuel flow is open while
E
engine is cold.

 xtra air/fuel is automatically
E
shut-off, when engine is
warmed up.

DUAL ACTION POWER TRIM AND TILT

1

 et better hull manoeuvrability and performance with
G
Honda’s power trim and tilt models. Trim range is -4° to +12°

5

2

6

As engine
warms up

3

7

4

Up Front
Shift

Engine Alert
Lamps

Fresh Air

•	Large 552cc displacement engine. Provides
superior torque in mid-range operation.
• Compact three-cylinder, three-carburettor design utilises
one carburettor per cylinder. This design is more responsive
than competitive throttle bodies with long intake runners.
•	Programmed Ignition (PGM-IG) accurately controls ignition
timing during start-up and across the entire rev range for
optimum overall operation.
•	10amp (electric start) alternator ensures battery charge is
maintained while operating electronics
and other accessories.
•	Honda’s innovative Engine Alert System monitors vital engine
functions and assists in preventing damage by alerting the
operator of overheating
and low oil pressure.
• Gas assist tilt tiller handle model available.

1. PTC Heater
2. Wax
3. Piston
4. Valve

5. PTC heater gets hot

Throttle
Friction

6. Heated wax pushes piston
7. Valve shut-off air/fuel flow

PTT
Switch

Key
Switch

BF30

3
YEAR

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY & UNMATCHED WARRANTY

COMMERCIAL
WARRANTY

Compact
3 to 3 design
PGM-IG
Australian Emissions Standards
4 Front Corrosion Protection
Warranty

*Conditions apply. Refer to back
cover for full terms and conditions.

More responsive than competitive throttle bodies with long intake runners
Precisely controls the supply of fuel to the engine for superior fuel economy
Meets proposed emission standards
Protection against harsh salt water conditions
Industry leading 7* year domestic warranty & 3* year commercial warranty

•	4-Front Corrosion Protection. A patented, ‘double-sealed’
multi-layered paint process. Sacrificial anodes and stainless
steel technology, along with waterproof connectors, all
enhance corrosion protection.
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portable horsepower

outstanding
performance
Honda’s portable range delivers unrivalled innovation, with the engines
providing responsive, smooth and reliable power in a lightweight design.
the BF4/BF5/BF6
The BF4, BF5 & BF6 range has been developed specifically to fill
a boating niche, they are incredibly portable, easy to start, more
comfortable to operate and will now go for longer!
Now lighter than ever (starting from a low 27kg) their lightweight
nature and new carrying handle design enables the user to easily
transport and stow away the engines. The tiller handle can be fully
folded to make the unit even more compact making storage even
more convenient.
The three engines are equipped with Honda’s decompression
mechanism, this makes starting the engines a breeze at whatever
temperature the engine may be.

The BF2.3 and the portable range are the most compact engines
with enough punch to push a boat out to sea; and they’re light
enough to be carried back to the car! Despite their size, these
engines boast all the benefits of Honda’s advanced four-stroke
technology, which is second to none.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
As with all Honda outboards, advanced four-stroke technology
means unparalleled easy starting, quiet operation and low
emissions. Honda’s portable range have very low fuel consumption
and maintenance costs, yet still deliver optimum performance and
durability for which Honda is renown.

COMPACT AND POWERFUL
With a high output 350cc displacement and long-stroke design, the
BF15 and BF20 are top performers, providing optimum torque at
any speed. Thanks to being incredibly lightweight, the engines are
also very easy to transport with a foldaway handle positioned at the
exact balance point of each engine.
The BF8 and BF10 have been designed for boaters who want
dependable performance in a portable package. These engines
are perfectly suited for use with sailboats, inflatable and
small aluminium boats. The BF8 and BF10 have very low fuel
consumption and maintenance costs, yet still deliver optimum
performance and durability for which Honda is renowned.

3
YEAR

COMMERCIAL
WARRANTY

*Conditions apply. Refer to back cover for full terms and conditions.
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porTable HORSEPOWER

freedom
on the water
I BF8 / BF10 / BF15 / BF20

POWER TILT & GAS ASSIST TILT
Honda’s exclusive Power Tilt, Gas Assist Tilt and Manual
Tilt variations put these engines in a class of their own.

BF8 / BF10 / BF15 / BF20

SPECIAL
Features

• 12amp (electric start) alternator ensures battery charge is
maintained while operating electronics and other accessories.
• Convenient foldaway handle positioned at the exact balance
point of each engine makes it easy to carry the outboard in
a level position.
• Convenient Forward Mount Shift Lever allows fingertip shifting,
while a Twist Grip Throttle and tensioner ensures superior
throttle friction, minimising driver fatigue.

POWER THRUST OPTION
(FOUR BLADE PROPELLER)
Honda’s exclusive Power Tilt, Gas Assist
Tilt and Manual Tilt variations put these
engines in a class of their own.

REVERSE EXHAUST RELIEF
Exhaust gases are diverted away from the propeller while in
reverse, allowing the propeller to run in clean water.
exhaust

+ Propeller image used for illustrative purposes only.

exhaust

Water
Pressure

reverse

forward

BF8 / BF10 / BF15 / BF20

3
YEAR

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY & UNMATCHED WARRANTY

COMMERCIAL
WARRANTY

Highest AMPS
Reverse exhaust Relief

12 & 6 AMP Alternator keeps batteries in top condition with more charging power
More thrust in reverse

Power Thrust

More suited for use on heavier, slower moving displacement types of craft

Electric Start

Even easier starting

Power Tilt
Australian Emissions Standards
4 Front Corrosion Protection
Warranty

*Conditions apply. Refer to back
cover for full terms and conditions.

Electric power tilt
Meets proposed emission standards
Protection against harsh salt water conditions
Industry leading 7* year domestic warranty & 3* year commercial warranty

BF8

BF10

BF15

BF20
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porTable HORSEPOWER

portable
power

I BF2.3 / BF4 / BF5 / BF6

LOW VIBRATION

Lightweight and Portable

bf2.3

BF4/5/6

SPECIAL Features

SPECIAL Features

Lightweight

Lightweight and Portable

Although this compact engine packs enough
punch to push a boat out to sea, it’s light enough
to be carried back to the car! The BF2.3 is the
lightest 2.3hp four-stroke available, weighing just
12.2kg. This model is even lighter than most
two-stroke outboards.

THE RIGHT AMOUNT OF MUSCLE
Boaters can take advantage of significantly higher
engine displacement for more low and mid-range
power. Even at low revs, the BF2.3 has solid and
reliable torque to move heavier hulls than other
engines in it’s class.

ROTATES 360° (BF2.3)
Get in and out of tight spots with ease, or go in
any direction on the compass, with this extremely
manoeuvrable engine.

Weighing just 27kg, the BF engines haven’t just been created
to be among the lightest in their class, they all have an ergonomically designed handle for carrying ease.

Easy to Start
Anyone can start the new BF range of engines with minimal
effort, thanks to Honda’s decompression mechanism. This
bleeds off cylinder pressure to reduce the pulling force required to start the engine.

Low Vibration
Vibration levels are extremely low, thanks to innovative rubber
mounts developed by Honda. They ensure a smooth ride
whatever the engine speed.

Extended Running Time
The BF engines have been specifically designed to incorporate
a large internal fuel tank (1.5 L), so you can make the most
of every trip. For longer journeys, there is the option of
connecting an external fuel tank (BF5 & BF6).

Easy Storage

BF2.3 / BF4 / BF5 / BF6

3

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY & UNMATCHED WARRANTY

YEAR

COMMERCIAL
WARRANTY

360 Rotation
O

Centrifugal Clutch
Large Capacity Fuel Tank
Ergonomic Carry Handle
Easy Starting
Australian Emissions Standards
4 Front Corrosion Protection
Warranty

*Conditions apply. Refer to back
cover for full terms and conditions.

Get in and out of tight spots easily with the extremely manoeuvrable BF2.3
Maintain a smooth idle & then upon advancing the throttle it automatically engages the
propeller above idle speed
The BF engines have been specifically designed to incorporate a large internal fuel tank.
BF2.3 has a 1.1L fuel tank, BF4/5/6 has a 1.5L fuel tank
Ergonomically designed handle for carrying ease and foldable tiller handle.
Honda’s decompression mechanism (BF4/BF5/BF6) bleeds off cylinder pressure to reduce
the pulling force required to start the engine.
Meets proposed emission standards
Protection against harsh salt water conditions
Industry leading 7* year domestic warranty & 3* year commercial warranty

The BF4/ BF5/ BF6 have a foldable tiller handle to increase
compactness and aid storage.

BF2.3

BF4

BF5

BF6
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testimonials

sea world
Sea World is located on Queensland’s Gold Coast and is one of the
largest Marine Parks in the World. They are committed to protecting and
conserving the environment by educating the visitors in park along with
many rescue and research efforts annually. Its active role in Australian
Marine Research is nationally and internationally recognised.
RESEARCH AND RESCUE
Honda is the official and exclusive outboard motor and
ski boat sponsor for Sea World and is proud to be partners
for the research and rescue boat, Sea World 2. The Sea
World Research and Rescue Foundation is a non-profit
organisation dedicated to funding and promoting independent
marine research projects. Through research and rescue
activities, the Foundation aims to help build knowledge and
appreciation of the wondrous variety of life in our oceans. The
Sea World Research and Rescue Foundation Inc. (SWRRFI)
has been a major benefactor of marine research in Australia
since its incorporation in 1991.

SEA WORLD – DOLPHIN COVE,
SHARK BAY & SEA LION STADIUM
Honda is a major corporate partner of Sea World. The
partnership now spans over 11 years, with no end to the
alliance in sight. Honda’s portable BF15 and BF20 are used
in Sea World’s wonderful marine attractions Shark Bay, the
dolphin show Imagine and Sea Lion Show – Fish Detectives.
These motors are lightweight, economical and, most
importantly, environmentally friendly.
www.seaworld.com.au

www.seaworld.com.au/research-and-rescue

UNFORGETTABLE
HOUSEBOATS
Honda-powered dream holidays on the mighty Murray
Unforgettable Houseboats has the largest and most
luxurious fleet of houseboats in Australia… powered
exclusively by Honda outboards.
Based on the Murray River at Mannum, in South
Australia, Unforgettable Houseboats’ current fleet
comprises 10 houseboats, which have from two up to
12 berths, catering for honeymoons through to family
holidays.
www.unforgettablehouseboats.com.au

Honda’s BF75, BF90, BF115 and BF135 outboards are
the most widely-used models in the fleet. As well as
being very fuel-efficient and powerful enough to move
these mighty river cruisers, they’re super reliable.
Unforgettable Houseboats proprietor Mark Flanagan
said he had a couple of Honda engines that had logged
over 8500 hours!

boab boats

AS AUSTRALIA’S LEADING TRAILERABLE BOAT HIRE COMPANY, BOAB BOATS USES HONDA
ENGINES EXCLUSIVELY ON EVERY BOAT WITHIN ITS AUSTRALIA-WIDE NETWORK.
Boab Boats provides consumers with an easy, affordable and safe
option to get out on the water. The company’s selection of wellmaintained, environmentally friendly hire boats come equipped on
a trailer or already launched and ready to go. Whether it’s a lazy
day spent cruising, a fun-filled day of water sports, or an inshore or
offshore fishing adventure, Boab Boats has the boat for you!
Boab offers the choice of several fully equipped vessels – a large
Centre Cab powered by a Honda BF150, Sports Rider with either a
Honda BF135 or Honda BF90, Kimberley All-Rounder with a Honda
BF75, a smaller Runabout with a Honda BF50 and the compact
Kakadu tinny with a Honda BF30.

Boab Boats are fitted with quality marine electronics, safety gear and
other essential equipment for a safe and enjoyable time on the water.
They can be towed to any destination for a day, a weekend, a whole
week, or longer.
Safety, reliability, economy and trust are essential features of Boab’s
philosophy and operational requirements, particularly when hiring
boats to the general public. Not only does the Honda brand stand
true on all of these features, Honda also has the corporate culture to
ensure these values continue to be upheld in the form of providing the
market with a product that’s second to none.
www.boabboats.com.au

Zeikel Fishing
Australia
A new breed of fisherman powered by Honda.
Zeikel is more than just a business that sells fishing gear; they are
a brand dedicated to the love of Saltwater and the lifestyle that it
provides. The brand and its vision have been conceptualized by a team
of keen, dedicated guys that have basically spent their life on and
around the sea.
Whether you’re into popping, casting, trolling or spinning in the salt,
Zeikel have a range of quality gear that they guarantee will give you
the edge to be a better Saltwater Fisho.
The Zeikel team spend countless hours on the water product testing
in all sorts of remote locations up and down the Australian coast; so
when they decided to re-power their boats they wanted to make sure
that they chose a brand that complimented their style of fishing.

“Each year, we undertake many exploratory style fishing trips and
invite our customers to experience some of the best fishing Australia
has to offer, travelling hundreds of miles offshore is not uncommon,
so reliability and fuel efficiency were on the top of our wish list,
performance was also very important, it’s a long way back when the
weather changes and knowing you have a little extra at the controls is
always comforting.
Reliable, fuel efficient, powerful along with a 7 year warranty! It was a
no brainer for us! We chose Honda.”
www.zeikel.com.au
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River TO Reef
Baked Brown Trout
brought to you by Theo Rozakis

“When you’re out on the water as much as we are, it’s important that you’re not polluting the environment.
We catch – and eat – fish caught from the very water we’re boating in, so the last thing we want an outboard
to do is to pollute it. A Honda Four-Stroke is perfect in that regard.”
– Theo Rozakis

Ingredients
• 1 Whole Trout
• 2 Lemons
• 1 Medium bunch of parsley
• 30 grams of butter
• 6-8 Medium size potatoes
• 1 red onion
• 4-6 tomatoes
• Small bunch of basil
• Few capers
River to Reef run a Honda BF150
on their Surtees 6.7 Gamefisher.

• Balsamic vinegar

Method:
Total Cooking and PrepAration
time approx 1 Hr
1. Slice potatoes thinly – place in roasting pan in single layer, season
generously with salt, pepper and garlic salt. Top with a little grated lemon
zest and some red onions for flavour; toss in olive oil and roast in hot oven
for about 40 mins
2. To prepare trout: Score flesh a few times to allow flavours to penetrate the
fish. NOTE: Do not score down to bone. Season inside and out with salt,
pepper and lemon zest and rub in well; chop parsley and place inside fish
and sprinkle over as well.
3. Smooth a little butter on outside of fish and wrap well in foil making an
envelope that can be opened at the end to brown the skin
4. Place in same pan as potatoes and roast for about 20 mins (1kg trout) –
more or less time needed for a bigger or smaller fish, so check regularly –
my fish needed about 25 minutes
5. Open foil and brown for the last 5 minutes
6. Serve with a Red wine and a simple salad of delicious tomatoes, red onion,
basil and a few capers. Just sprinkle it with olive oil and balsamic vinegar!
7. Enjoy the simple, very fresh flavours

Honda Marine
Proudly powering
All 4 Adventure
For the boys at All 4 Adventure, it’s all about heading as far
off the beaten track as they can. when it comes to the water,
there is no other show on Australian TV where they rely as
heavily. on their outboards along some of the most rugged
and remote stretches of coastline.
Our last trip we headed out to a couple of places called the abrolhos and the montebello islands. This was
one of the toughest jobs that we have ever had to do and it was mainly because of the distances that we
had to travel; we were travelling over 100km out to sea, so by the time I chuck on 650 L of fuel, we gotta’
stick food on board and then you pile on cameras, swags it all adds up, so we spend a lot of time travelling
with a heavy boat.
If I had to say one thing about Honda, it’s the choice we made and it’s the reliability that makes it so
imperative, I have never had a problem with it and I have never been stuck at sea with mechanical issues.
So that’s Honda, its reliable and it powers all of our adventures.
- Jason Andrews, Adventurer
Jason and Simon run a Honda 250hp on their Seajay 6.7m Pursuit, and Honda 20hp outboards on
their Seajay Nomad 3.7m tinnies.

ALL
ADVENTURE
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Australia’s Best Anglers
Powering their adventures with Honda

JASON Wilhelm

BRENT HODGES

Scott Coghlan

Jason Wilhelm is one of Australia’s most respected and wellrounded anglers. After plying his fishing trade on the NSW South
Coast Jason has fished for nearly every species that swim, from
Mulloway to Marlin and everything in between.

Brent Hodges is an avid lure angler spending much of his time
chasing bream, as well as snapper, mulloway, flathead, silver
trevally and Australian salmon across the western shores of Port
Phillip Bay and its tributaries. He also enjoys visits to various
estuaries dotted along the coastline of Victoria and southern New
South Wales. Brent contributes regular feature articles and local
area reports to a range of print and online publications.

Formerly a journalist with The Australian and Australian
Associated Press, Scott has been a keen angler since his
grandmother first gave him a handline more than 40 years ago.
He is the editor and co-owner of WA’s only fishing magazine,
Western Angler, and writes a weekly fishing column for the
Sunday Times newspaper. He does a lot of inshore and estuary
fishing for bream and mulloway, but also loves casting a lure for
shallow water sportfish around WA.

Jason has recently relocated to the Tweed coast, where his
focus will shift from the Great Barrier Reef and Barramundi, to
Bluewater species such as Yellowfin Tuna and Blue Marlin.
From Jason on Honda:

My aim is for people to enjoy my fishing pursuits and hopefully
gain some valuable tips along the way via social media
networking and fishing articles featured in the country’s top
selling magazines, as well as get a feel for why Honda is my
number one choice in marine outboards.
Reliability is everything when you’re a long way from shore, as is low
fuel consumption and effortless boating. Those factors alone, along
with Honda’s 7 year warranty made my decision easy.

From Brent on Southern Black Bream:

The East Gippsland region in my home state of Victoria, however,
is a bream mecca with venues such as Gippsland Lakes, Marlo,
Bemm River, Mallacoota Inlet and many systems in between
offering some exceptional fishing. Bream are readily available
year round and can be coerced into snatching a lure throughout
any stage of the tide.
Due to the wary disposition of fish that inhabit shallow water, a
stealthy approach is required and the best form of attack is to use
a tailing breeze to make the longest cast possible.
The ultra-quiet operation of the Honda BF60 allows me to idle
back to over a drift line with minimal disturbance to the fish
holding below.

From Scott on flats fishing:

There are few things I enjoy more than shallow water flats fishing
and the ability to sight cast at cruising sportfish like queenfish
and trevally in a metre or less of water. To watch them react and
chase down lures in that skinny water is enthralling. I am getting
more chances to do this than ever since we launched the Western
Angler project boat last year, with a Honda BF150 on the back.
We can get to some great spots in quick time and without burning
a heap of fuel and then the whisper-quiet Honda means we aren’t
spooking our quarry. It’s a winning combination which has just
added to my enjoyment of this style of fishing.

CHARLIE MICALLEF

steve gill

SHANE MENSFORTH

Charlie Micallef has always had a passion for the ocean. He used to
compete in spear fishing competitions and has dived many areas of
New South Wales and Victoria.

Steve Gill is one of Australia’s premier bream anglers and Honda’s
only sponsored ABT tournament angler. In an arena dominated by
two-stroke outboards, he is a valuable member whose success is a
testament to both his ability and the products he chooses to use.

Shane Mensforth has been fishing since he was a pre-schooler.
Always keen on anything to do with boats or fish, after 13 years as a
school teacher he abandoned the classroom in the favour of the great
outdoors and is now regarded as one of Australia’s most respected
fishing and boating journalists.

Charlie said Rex Hunt inspired him to first pick up a fishing rod. He has
since caught many species and has become very fond of the southern
end of Port Phillip and the large gummy sharks that cruise there.
As a Melbourne-based fishing guide, Charlie takes people out on their
own boats and teaches them the correct way to fish.
From Charlie on catching Gummy Sharks:

Gummy sharks can be caught all year round in our oceans in Victoria,
particularly in Western port and Port Phillip Bay from September to
May is the best time in these waters.
Snapper enter Port Phillip Bay and Western port from August until May
then they return to the oceans where they came from.
My Honda runs like a dream. It really is the ultimate four-stroke.

From Steve on Bream Tournament fishing:

Bream Tournament fishing has been at the forefront of my angling for
many years now and the sport continues to grow with more and more
anglers climbing onboard the tournament wagon as it bumbles it’s way
around the country.
This year there are events stretching from Queenslands Gold Coast to
Mandurah in W.A and the mighty Derwent River in Tasmania.
Tassie being my favoured state to chase BIG BREAM, the size and
abundant supply keeps me coming back time and time again, 2016 will
be my 3rd visit and once again I’ll be powered along by my ever reliable
Honda BF 150. Bring it ON!

These days Shane is more interested in fly fishing, chasing yellowtail
kingfish and, of course, tackling the big snapper for which his home
state is famous.
From Shane on Honda:

My Honda BF 250 has done just over 500 hours now, during which
time it hasn’t missed a beat. I love its power, I love its exceptional fuel
economy and, above all, I have absolute faith in its ability to take me
offshore and get me back again safely.
It’s time for me to repower our Bar Crusher now, and as far as I’m
concerned, the only choice is another big, beautiful Honda!
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GENUINE PARTS, ACCESSORIES & OIL

ALWAYS DEMAND
HONDA GENUINE
PARTS & ACCESSORIES
Honda Marine parts and accessories are engineered
with the same passion for perfection as all Honda engines.
“Proper maintenance using genuine Honda products will ensure a long and pleasurable
boating experience. All outboard engines have it rough in their watery environments and
have to stand up to high rpm and demanding loads. Work with your local Honda dealer
to develop an all-season maintenance schedule, which will ensure further peace of mind
while on the water.”
- Steve Harvey - Honda Technical Service Manager

Honda GENUINE
Engine Oil
Honda’s FC-W rated 10W-30 marine oil has been globally approved by
the National Marine Manufacturing Association (NMMA) to meet the
rigorous FC-W standards.Benefits of using Genuine Honda Marine Oil
Benefits of using Genuine Honda Marine Oil
•

Increased rust and oxidation inhibitors to fight corrosion in the
marine environment.

•

Shear stable polymers to resist viscosity breakdown under high
rpm and high-load conditions.

•

Superior anti-foaming characteristics to better protect the
engine at high rpm.

•

Additional anti-wear additives for improved bearing protection.

946ml
4L		
20L

0820710W30MFC
L1002FCW1304
L1002FCW1320

$18.10 Incl. GST
$56.15 Incl. GST
$263.35 Incl. GST

Honda Marine Stain Remover
Honda Marine Stain Remover is an acid-based cleaner designed for
removing salt stains, waterline stains and rust stains.
1L		

L1012MARSTR

$19.10 Incl. GST

TRIM & TILT FLUID
Specially formulated and premium blended for Honda Marine
outboard Power Trim & Tilt Systems.
Resists viscosity breakdown. Special additives protect against
scuffing and corrosion.
946ml

08207TNT32

$15.90 Incl. GST

Outboard Covers
Full cover and splash covers available.

Gear case oil
Synthetic blend designed to provide the maximum amount of
protection for your Honda gear case.
946ml
18.9L

0873990W
08739M0500

$19.60 Incl. GST
$374.20 Incl. GST

Corrosion protection
Multi-purpose lanolin liquid.
400g

L08CTR50400

$24.20 Incl. GST

FUEL STABILISER
Honda storage Fuel Stabiliser is specially formulated to keep fuel
fresh, and assist in preventing condensation build up.
118ml

087320800L

$9.15 Incl. GST

Honda Marine Wash

3
YEAR

COMMERCIAL
WARRANTY

Honda Marine Wash is a concentrated, powerful heavy duty cleaner
which effectively cleans all washable surfaces of grease and grime.
Honda Marine Wash
1l L1012MARWSH		

$11.70 Incl GST

www.hondagenuine.com.au
Don’t forget to use genuine parts

*Conditions apply. Refer to back cover for full
terms and conditions.
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HONDA MARINE RIGGING KITS
Honda Marine parts and accessories are engineered with the same passion for
perfection as all Honda engines.
INSTRUMENTATION

REMOTE CONTROLS

GMI-20 Gauges

Monitor every aspect of your engine with Honda instruments.
Whatever your boating requirements, Honda has the instruments
to meet them from basic analogue to the latest in digital engine
monitoring. All Honda instruments are of the highest quality to
ensure the most accurate and reliable monitoring.

To get optimum pleasure from your boat and engine, it’s
essential to feel in complete control at all times. Thanks to
Honda’s extensive range of remote control designs and styles,
you can experience the pure pleasure of operating your boat
in total comfort and safety.
It makes driving so much more enjoyable, with everything from
speed and direction to trim and gear selection comfortably
under your control.

Perfectly Designed for Power and Sail Vessels.

KEY SWITCH PANELS
Honda offers a range of key switch panels designed to
complement its premium controls. No matter what your boat’s
dimensions, you can choose from a wide range of electrical
harnesses and extension looms.

• Marine instrument display clearly shows depth, speed,
wind and 100+ marine and vessel parameters
• Large, bright 4” color glass-bonded lens display with
anti-glare finish
• Easy to read from a distance and 170 degree viewing angle
• Enhanced night time readability with backlight dimmer and
full color or new red/black or green/black color schemes

FUEL SYSTEMS
Take advantage of Honda’s portable, secure plastic fuel tanks
(12L or 25L capacity), complete with an integrated gauge on top
to check the fuel level. They’re easy to carry, thanks to a large
ergonomic handle, and extremely safe. Their plastic construction
means there is no risk of leakage due to corrosion. Honda also
provides fuel filters and water separators to be fixed on the fuel
line, between the inbuilt fuel tank of the boat and the engine.
They prevent condensed water from the fuel tank altering the
engine’s vital functions – for example, water mixing with air/
fuel in the combustion chamber which would result in poor
performance and serious engine damage.

NMEA2000 COMPLIANCE
Utilising the NMEA2000 (engine‑to‑electronics
data communication) network, Honda’s NMEA
2000
2000-compliant engines output all manner of
engine performance and management data to
provide operators with accurate information from rpm and trim to
fuel flow, trip speed/fuel consumption averages and much more.
(Available BF40 - BF250)

NM
EA

• Enhanced daylight readability with new high contrast
color option
The GMI 20 digital marine instrument display is perfectly
designed for both power and sail vessels. Designed to
clearly show depth, speed, wind and 100+ marine and vessel
parameters, its large, bright 4” color display with extra large
digits is easy to read at a distance and 170 degree viewing angle.
A glass-bonded finish lens on the GMI 20 prevents fogging
and increases contrast. Daylight readability is enhanced
with a high contrast color scheme. For enhanced night
visibility, you have a choice of red/black, green/black or
the normal night mode color scheme along with a dimmer
control. Screens can be set to auto-scroll, cycling between
pages automatically without your having to do a thing. This
is especially advantageous to sailors
as it allows you to install the unit(s) in a
greater variety of locations on the vessel.
Default profiles can be customized for
powerboat, sailboat, fishing, engine/
fuel, plus several other user-specified
profiles. Power is supplied by the NMEA
2000® network.

HONDA MARINE merchandise
The ‘Power of Dreams’
Vision and determination built the brand, quality and excellence are its hallmarks.
Into every stitch of Honda’s official merchandise goes the Honda reputation of quality and excellence.

merchandise.hondampe.com.au

PRODUCT INFO

PART NUMBER

SIZE RANGE

RRP

HONDA MARINE JACKET

Outer: 100% Breathable Polyester / Inner: Bonded contrast textured micro-ribbed fleece
| Stand up collar with soft chin guard | Adjustable cuff with velcro tab | Contrast side
zippered pockets with toggles | Scalloped longer back tail | Water Repellent rating 3000mm inner membrane | Breathability rating - 3000g/m² | Windproof | Embroidered logo

L08JK017HM

Men’s: S - 3XL
Women’s: 8-16

$139

HONDA MARINE POLO

170GSM | 50% cotton inner, 50% Biz Cool polyester pique outer | Contrast hem panel detail
| Slim knitted stripe collar and cuff | Embroidered logo

L08PS017HM

Men’s: S - 3XL
Women’s: 8-16

$55

L08SHRT02MF

S - 3XL

$80

100% Polyester | Adjustable Snapback

L08CP008N

ADJUSTABLE

$20

Vortech Waterproof Fabric | Breathable | Upf 50+ Rating | Adjustable Chin Cord | Colourfast

L08BH001M

ONE SIZE

$25

Cancer Council Approved | Wide Brim | Crushable Ventilated Crown | Moisture Wicking
Fabric | Adjustable Toggle | Internal Storage Pocket

L08BH003M

ONE SIZE

$30

HONDA MARINE FISHING
SHIRT
HONDA MARINE CAP
HONDA MARINE FISHING HAT
HONDA WIDE BRIMMED HAT

Quick Dry Breathable Polyester Fabric | Comfort Mesh Lining | Velcro Fastened Pockets
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technical specifications

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY with industry leading 7-year domestic warranty
BF250

BF225

BF200

BF175

BF150

BF135

Type

four-stroke SOHC 60°
V6, VTEC / 24 valves

four-stroke SOHC 60°
V6, VTEC / 24 valves

four-stroke SOHC 60°
V6, 24 valves

four-stroke SOHC 60°
V6, 24 valves

four-stroke DOHC
four cylinder, VTEC /
16 valves

four-stroke DOHC
four cylinder / 16 valves

Displacement

3583cc

3471cc

3471cc

3471cc

2354cc

2354cc

Bore & Stroke

89 x 96mm

89 x 93mm

89 x 93mm

89 x 93mm

87 x 99mm

87 x 99mm

Full Throttle RPM Range

5300 - 6300 RPM

5000 - 6000 RPM

5000 - 6000 RPM

5000 - 6000 RPM

5000 - 6000 RPM

5000 - 6000 RPM

Rated Power

250HP @ 5800 RPM (183.9 KW)

225HP @ 5500 RPM (165.5 KW)

200HP @ 5500 RPM (147.1 KW)

175HP @ 5500 RPM (128.7 KW)

150HP @ 5500 RPM (111.9 KW)

135HP @ 5500 RPM (100.7 KW)

Cooling System

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Induction

Programmed Fuel Injection

Programmed Fuel Injection

Programmed Fuel Injection

Programmed Fuel Injection

Programmed Fuel Injection

Ignition System

Full Transistorised Battery Ignition

Full Transistorised Battery Ignition Full Transistorised Battery Ignition Full Transistorised Battery Ignition Full Transistorised Battery Ignition

Full Transistorised Battery Ignition

Starting System

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

Exhaust

Through Prop

Through Prop

Through Prop

Through Prop

Through Prop

Through Prop

Gear Ratio

2.00:1

1.87:1

1.87:1

1.87:1

2.14:1

2.14:1

Gear Shift

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

Alternator OUTPUT

12v-90amp

60amp

60amp

60amp

40amp

40amp

Propeller

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

(S-type)

–

–

–

–

–

–

(L-type)

–

–

–

–

–

–

(X-type)

Programmed Fuel Injection

Drive

Equipment

Diameter x Pitch

–

–

–

–

–

–

Power Trim & Tilt

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Gas-Assisted Tilt

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Emergency Stop Switch

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Oil Pressure Alert

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Temperature Alert

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Rev-Limiter

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Speedometer Pickup

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Overall Length

920mm

920mm

920mm

920mm

845mm

845mm

Overall Width

625mm

625mm

625mm

625mm

580mm

580mm

(S-type)

–

–

–

–

–

–

(L-type)

1760mm

1670mm

–

–

1665mm

1665mm

(X-type)

1887mm

1800mm

1800mm

1800mm

1790mm

1790mm

(XXL-type)

2014mm

1925mm

–

–

–

–

(S-type)

–

–

–

–

–

–

(L-type)

508mm

508mm

–

–

508mm

508mm

(X-type)†

635mm

635mm

635mm

635mm

635mm

635mm

(XXL-type)† 762mm

762mm

–

–

–

–

267

267

267

220

220

Dimensions

Overall Height

Transom Height

Dry Weight (kg)

278

UNMATCHED RELIABILITY.
BF115

BF100

BF90

BF80

BF75

BF60

BFP60 power thrust

Type

four-stroke DOHC
four cylinder /
16 valves

four-stroke OHC
four cylinder, VTEC /
16 valves

four-stroke SOHC
four cylinder, VTEC /
16 valves

four-stroke OHC
four cylinder /
16 valves

four-stroke SOHC
four cylinder /
16 valves

four-stroke
three cylinder /
12 valves

four-stroke
three cylinder /
12 valves

Displacement

2354cc

1496cc

1496cc

1496cc

1496cc

998cc

998cc

Bore & Stroke

87 x 99mm

73 x 89mm

73 x 89mm

73 x 89mm

73 x 89mm

73 x 79.5mm

73 x 79.5mm

Full Throttle RPM Range

4500 - 6000 RPM

5300 - 6300 RPM

5300 - 6300 RPM

5000 - 6000 RPM

5000 - 6000 RPM

5000 - 6000 RPM

5000 - 6000 RPM

Rated Power

115HP @ 5250 RPM (84.6 KW) 100HP @ 5900 RPM (73.6 KW) 90HP @ 5800 RPM (66.2 KW)

80HP @ 5500 RPM (58.8 KW)

75HP @ 5500 RPM (55.2 KW)

60HP @ 5500RPM (44.1 KW)

60HP @ 5500RPM (44.1 KW)

Cooling System

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Induction

Programmed Fuel Injection

Programmed Fuel Injection

Programmed Fuel Injection

Programmed Fuel Injection

Programmed Fuel Injection

Programmed Fuel Injection

Programmed Fuel Injection

Ignition System

Full Transistorised Battery Ignition Full Transistorised Battery Ignition Full Transistorised Battery Ignition Full Transistorised Battery Ignition Full Transistorised Battery Ignition Full Transistorised Battery Ignition Full Transistorised Battery Ignition

Starting System

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

Exhaust

Through Prop

Through Prop

Through Prop

Through Prop

Through Prop

Through Prop

Through Prop

Gear Ratio

2.14:1

2.33:1

2.33:1

2.33:1

2.33:1

2.07:1

2.33:1

Gear Shift

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

Alternator OUTPUT

40amp

35amp

35amp

35amp

35amp

22amp

27amp

Propeller

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

3 x 111/8 x 14 Inches

3 x 14 x 11 Inches

(S-type)

–

–

–

–

–

(L-type)

–

–

–

–

–

Three-Blade Aluminium

Three-Blade Aluminium

(X-type)

–

–

–

–

–

Three-Blade Aluminium

Three-Blade Aluminium

Power Trim & Tilt

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Gas-Assisted Tilt

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Emergency Stop Switch

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Oil Pressure Alert

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Temperature Alert

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Rev-Limiter

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Speedometer Pickup

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Overall Length

845mm

746 mm

746mm

746 mm

746mm

777mm 851mm tiller

792mm

Overall Width

580mm

449 mm

449mm

449 mm

449mm

417mm

417mm

(S-type)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

(L-type)

1665mm

1566 mm

1566mm

1566 mm

1566mm

1397mm

1453mm

(X-type)

1790mm

1693 mm

–

1693mm

1693mm

1524mm

1580mm

(XXL-type)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

(S-type)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

(L-type)

508mm

537mm

537mm

537mm

537mm

521mm

531mm

(X-type)†

635mm

664mm

–

664mm

–

648mm

658mm

–

–

–

–

–

–

166

163

165

162

110

119

Drive

Equipment

Diameter x Pitch

Dimensions

Overall Height

Transom Height

(XXL-type)† –
Dry Weight (kg)

217

NOTE: Weight specification is based on lightest versions. VTEC (Variable Valve timing & Lift Electric Control) †BF115-BF250 counter rotation models available. All Honda outboards are power rated with N.M.M.A. procedures.
Specifications are subject to change.
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technical specifications

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY with industry leading 7-year domestic warranty
BF50

BF40

BF30

BF20

BF15

Type

four-stroke vertical inline
SOHC three cylinder /
6 valves

four-stroke vertical inline
SOHC three cylinder /
6 valves

four-stroke SOHC
three cylinder / 6 valves

four-stroke SOHC
two cylinder / four valves

four-stroke SOHC
two cylinder / four valves

Displacement

808cc

808cc

552cc

350cc

350cc

Bore & Stroke

70 x 70mm

70 x 70mm

61 x 63mm

59 x 64mm

59 x 64mm

Full Throttle RPM Range

5500 - 6000 RPM

5000 - 6000 RPM

5000 - 6000 RPM

5000 - 6000 RPM

4500 - 5500 RPM

Rated Power

50HP @ 5750 RPM (36.8 KW)

40HP @ 5500 RPM (29.4 KW)

30HP @ 6000 RPM (22.1 KW)

20HP @ 5500 RPM (14.7 KW)

15HP @ 5000 RPM (11 KW)

Cooling System

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Induction

Programmed Fuel Injection

Programmed Fuel Injection

Three Carburettor

One Carburettor

One Carburettor

Ignition System

Full Transistorised Battery Ignition

Full Transistorised Battery Ignition

PGM-IG

PGM-IG

PGM-IG

Starting System

Electric

Electric

Electric / Recoil

Electric / Recoil

Electric / Recoil

Exhaust

Through Prop

Through Prop

Through Prop

Through Prop

Through Prop

Gear Ratio

2.08:1

2.08:1

2.08:1

2.08:1

2.08:1

Gear Shift

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

Alternator OUTPUT

17amp

17amp

10amp (Elec) 4amp (Man)

12amp (Elec) 6amp (Man)

12amp (Elec) 6amp (Man)

Propeller

Three-Blade Aluminium

Three-Blade Aluminium

Three-Blade Aluminium

Four-Blade Aluminium

Four-Blade Aluminium

(S-type)

–

–

91/4 x 12 Inches

91/4 x 10 Inches

91/4 x 10 Inches

(L-type)

111/4 x 13 Inches

111/4 x 13 Inches

91/4 x 12 Inches

91/4 x 10 Inches

91/4 x 10 Inches

(X-type)

113/4 x 10 Inches

–

–

91/4 x 10 Inches

–

Power Trim & Tilt

Available

Available

Available

Power Tilt

–

Gas-Assisted Tilt

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Emergency Stop Switch

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Oil Pressure Alert

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Temperature Alert

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Rev-Limiter

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Speedometer Pickup

Standard

Standard

Standard

–

–

Overall Length

694mm

694mm

640mm

650mm

650mm

Overall Width

390mm

390mm

375mm

350mm

350mm

(S-type)

1281mm

1281mm

1195mm

1110mm

1110mm

(L-type)

1387mm

1387mm

1320mm

1240mm

1240mm

(X-type)

1465mm

–

–

1380mm

–

(XXL-type)

–

–

–

–

–

(S-type)

–

–

431mm

433mm

433mm

(L-type)

521mm

521mm

552mm

563mm

563mm

(X-type)†

622mm

–

–

703mm

–

–

–

–

–

100

72.5

46.5

46.5

Drive

Equipment

Diameter x Pitch

Dimensions

Overall Height

Transom Height

(XXL-type)† –
Dry Weight (kg)

100

UNMATCHED RELIABILITY.
BF10

BF8

BF6

BF5

BF4

BF2.3

Type

four-stroke SOHC
two cylinder / four valves

four-stroke SOHC
two cylinder / four valves

four-stroke OHV
one cylinder / two valves

four-stroke OHV
one cylinder / two valves

four-stroke OHV
one cylinder / two valves

four-stroke OHV
one cylinder / two valves

Displacement

222cc

222cc

127

127

127

57cc

Bore & Stroke

58 x 42mm

58 x 42mm

60 x 45

60 x 45

60 x 45

45 x 36mm

Full Throttle RPM Range

5000 - 6000 RPM

4500 - 5500 RPM

5.000-6.000 RPM

4.500-5.500 RPM

4.500-5.500 RPM

5000 - 6000 RPM

Rated Power

10HP @ 5500 RPM (7.4 KW)

8HP @ 5000 RPM (5.9 KW)

6HP @ 6000 RPM (4.4KW)

5HP @ 5000 RPM (3.7KW)

4HP @ 5000 RPM (2.9KW)

2.3HP @ 5500 RPM (1.7 KW)

Cooling System

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Forced Air

Induction

One Carburettor

One Carburettor

One Carburettor

One Carburettor

One Carburettor

One Carburettor

Ignition System

PGM-IG

PGM-IG

Digital CDI

Digital CDI

Digital CDI

Transistorised Pointless

Starting System

Electric / Recoil

Recoil

Recoil

Recoil

Recoil

Recoil

Exhaust

Through Prop

Through Prop

Under Water Above Propeller

Under Water Above Propeller

Under Water Above Propeller

Under Water Above Propeller

Gear Ratio

2.33:1

2.33:1

2.08.1

2.08.1

2.08.1

2.40:1

Gear Shift

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

360O Pivot

Alternator OUTPUT

12amp (Elec) 6amp (Man)

6amp

–

–

–

–

Propeller

Four-Blade Aluminium

Four-Blade Aluminium

Three-Blade Aluminum

Three-Blade Aluminum

Three-Blade Aluminum

Three-Blade Plastic

(S-type)

91/4 x 9 Inches

91/4 x 9 Inches

7 7/8 x 7 1/2 Inches

7 7/8 x 7 1/2 Inches

7 7/8 x 7 1/2 Inches

7 1/4 x 4 3/4 Inches

(L-type)

91/4 x 8 Inches

91/4 x 8 Inches

7 7/8 x 7 1/2 Inches

7 7/8 x 7 1/2 Inches

7 7/8 x 7 1/2 Inches

7 1/4 x 4 3/4 Inches

(X-type)

Drive

Equipment

Diameter x Pitch

91/4 x 9 Inches

–

–

–

–

–

Power Trim & Tilt

–

–

–

–

–

–

Gas-Assisted Tilt

–

–

–

–

–

–

Emergency Stop Switch

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Oil Pressure Alert

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

–

Temperature Alert

Standard

Standard

–

–

–

–

Rev-Limiter

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

–

Speedometer Pickup

–

–

–

–

–

–

Overall Length

493mm

493mm

524mm

524mm

524mm

412mm

Overall Width

345mm

345mm

347mm

347mm

347mm

285mm

(S-type)

1107mm

1107mm

1020mm

1020mm

1020mm

945mm

(L-type)

1237mm

1237mm

1147mm

1147mm

1147mm

1100mm

(X-type)

Dimensions

Overall Height

Transom Height

Dry Weight (kg)

–

–

–

–

–

–

(XXL-atype) –

–

–

–

–

–

(S-type)

433mm

433mm

434mm

434mm

434mm

418mm

(L-type)

563mm

563mm

561mm

561mm

561mm

571mm

(X-type)† –

–

–

–

–

–

(XXL-type)† –

–

–

–

–

–

42

27

27

27

12.2

42

NOTE: Weight specification is based on lightest versions. VTEC (Variable Valve timing & Lift Electric Control) †BF115-BF250 counter rotation models available. All Honda outboards are power rated with N.M.M.A. procedures.
Specifications are subject to change.
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added advantage

HONDA MARINE
ADDED ADVANTAGE
FIRST-CLASS DEALER NETWORK AND
AFTER SALES SERVICE

HONDA GENUINE PARTS
AND ACCESSORIES

Honda’s range of four-stroke marine outboard engines is
supported by Honda’s expansive national dealer network
and Honda Australia’s dedicated after sales support team.

Honda produces an extensive range of Honda Genuine
Parts and Accessories, as well as specially formulated marine
engine oils.

To further support dealers and consumers, Honda Australia
operates the Honda Certified Technician (HCT) training program –
a technical course specifically designed for
service technicians within the Honda national dealer network.

Designed and manufactured to exact specifications, Honda
Genuine Parts, Accessories and Oils are the only way to keep
your Honda outboard engine operating in peak condition.

HCT training comprises three levels of competency – Certified,
Advanced and Master – with each level covering in detail a
range of topics including maintenance, repairs, diagnostics and
customer care.

NEVER FEAR, THE HONDA
DOCTOR IS HERE
Honda’s innovative electronic diagnostic tool, ‘Dr H’,
enables immediate analysis of engine health, which
translates into cost-effective servicing for owners of Honda’s
technologically-advanced four-stroke EFI outboards.
The easy-to-use, slimline unit plugs directly into the outboard
engine and is used in conjunction with a laptop or desktop
computer to provide detailed engine reports.
As well as allowing Honda’s qualified technicians to very
quickly analyse any abnormalities and address any areas of
possible concern, Dr H also has the ability to accurately assess
engine usage, look for previous alert conditions such as over
temperature or low oil pressure, and allows technicians to print
full-service reports for owners.
The development of Dr H is yet another positive step
forward for Honda dealers and customers.

Under the watchful eye of highly-qualified and
industry-experienced trainers, technicians undergo extensive
training in the form of practical and theoretical study to ensure
their understanding of the technical components of Honda
Marine products.
Ask your dealer if your engine is being serviced by a Honda
Certified Technician.

HONDA FINANCE
Your purchase of a Honda outboard engine guarantees servicing
and comprehensive parts back-up from one of the largest marine
dealer networks in Australia. With a range of flexible finance
packages available, Honda MPE Financial Services can help you
own your Honda outboard or boat
and trailer package sooner.
For details about Honda MPE Financial services, contact your
local participating Honda Marine dealer, call 1300 1 HONDA or
visit marine.honda.com.au

Honda Marine dealers stock all the general maintenance parts
you’ll need – and if they don’t have it, Honda’s Parts Distribution
Policy ensures that replacement parts are delivered within 24
hours to dealers located in capital cities
on the eastern seaboard and within two days for dealers located
in other capital cities and rural regions.
If there is no replacement part available in Australia, Honda will
airfreight it from one of its overseas factories for prompt delivery
to the dealer. Such is Honda’s commitment to keep your boat on
the water!

PASSION
FOR FISHING
Team Honda Marine is an exciting loyalty
program for owners of Honda outboard engines.
www.teamhondamarine.com.au

join free today
Promoting environmentally-friendly fishing and boating,
THM encourages active online participation among its
members, through fishing photo competitions, member blogs,
special offers and much more.
Membership is FREE to all owners of Honda outboard engines.
As the primary communications portal for members, the THM
website also offers:
•	Video-based fishing/boating tips
and techniques
• Pro Angler reports from around Australia
• Latest news and upcoming events
• Member-only competitions
•	Members blog to post photos/stories
of latest catches
• Periodic e-newsletter sent to all members
Visit www.teamhondamarine.com.au and sign-up for your
FREE membership to become a THM member today!

SCAN here to find out more.

facebook.com/HondaMarineAustralia
youtube.com/user/teamhondamarine
plus.google.com/+teamhondamarineaus
instagram.com/hondamarineaus/

3
YEAR

COMMERCIAL
WARRANTY

the best behind you means:
The world’s largest and most trusted engine maker
Unrivalled global R&D team
Legendary F1 and motor-racing pedigree
More 4-stroke experience than anyone else on the water
A dedicated nation-wide dealer network
An unmatched 7-year warranty

PERFORMANCE, SERVICE AND SUPPORT WITH UNMATCHED RELIABILITY

1300 1 HONDA | marine.honda.com.au
Customer Relations 1300 559 846 | ABN 96 006 662 862
*Honda is offering a 5 + 2 = 7 years domestic and 1 + 2 = 3 years commercial warranty. The additional 2 years are based on the following conditions: The Outboard must be sold and set up by an authorised Honda Marine dealer, The Outboard must be serviced for the entire warranty period
by an authorised Honda Marine dealer, in line with the recommended service schedule, The Outboard must be serviced for the entire warranty period using genuine Honda parts and lubricants.

